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Proposal to the Senate Educational Policy Committee
PROPOSAL TITLE: Establish a New Master of Science Degree in Psychological Science (M.S.
in Psychological Science) and Eliminate the Master of Arts (M.A.) Degree in the
Department of Psychology, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
SPONSOR: Wendy Heller, Professor and Head
Department of Psychology
Phone: 333-1147
Email: w-heller@illinois.edu
COLLEGE CONTACT: Associate Dean Karen Carney
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Phone: 333-1350
Email: kmcarney@illinois.edu
BRIEF DESCRIPTION: The Department of Psychology proposes to establish a two-year, selfsupporting Master of Science in Psychological Science program that combines advanced
coursework and research. The aim is to provide students with the necessary skills and
knowledge to be competitive for admission to doctoral programs and/or to pursue
professional opportunities within industry. As a separate initiative (see Page 5 below), the
department also proposes to eliminate an existing Master of Arts in Psychology (not a
freestanding program but embedded in the doctoral program) since its function is better
served by an embedded Master of Science in Psychology degree (which is separate from
the proposed Master of Science in Psychological Science).
JUSTIFICATION: Our proposed Master of Science in Psychological Science will respond to
two educational trends within the field of Psychology. The first is the provision of
advanced training for students who wish to pursue doctoral education, but do not yet have
sufficient preparation in the field of Psychology. The Department of Psychology has
found that within the last several years, as doctoral student funding has decreased and
doctoral study in psychology has subsequently gotten more competitive, the number of
applicants to our doctoral program who have an advanced degree has increased
significantly. This year almost 30% of our applicants, and 25% of those admitted to our
graduate Ph.D. program, had already obtained Master’s Degrees. Many of these Master’s
Degrees were earned from peer institutions such as NYU, Columbia, and Harvard. Some
students entering with Master’s Degrees completed their undergraduate work at
institutions without sufficient research opportunities and experiences to make their
students competitive for the best doctoral graduate programs in Psychology. Others either
discovered their interest in Psychology late in their undergraduate careers, or were
talented international students who needed more research experience to make them
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competitive for the top doctoral programs. Our proposed Master of Science in
Psychological Science program with both a strong graduate-level curriculum and an
intensive research experience would meet the educational needs of these students.
A Master’s program at an institution like ours, within a department consistently ranked
within the top ten in the country, will also make this program desirable to students who
wish to pursue professional careers. Knowledge of human behavior and advanced
analytic and statistical skills have become increasingly desirable across sectors.
Graduates of our proposed Master’s program would be competitive for placements in
education, industry, consultant groups, state governments, federal government, and
healthcare systems based on current hiring requirements in these areas.
Given the increasing number of doctoral applicants with a Master’s degree and current
trends in industry, we anticipate that there will be a large enough demand to support this
as a freestanding program. Further, because these Master’s students can be included in
many of our currently offered graduate courses, the costs to the department for the
program will be relatively low. The department will only need to develop a few new
courses that specifically target the professional development needs of these students.
We intend to make this a high quality program that produces successful graduates. To do
this, applicants will be carefully vetted and will only be admitted with the guarantee of
appropriate mentorship and training from faculty in the area the student wishes to pursue.
We also will train the members of our Graduate Student Education Office to handle the
administrative and advising needs of the students in the Master’s program. We will have
a professional seminar course devoted to the Master of Science in Psychological Science
students to support their success post-graduation. This will include assistance and support
in the preparation of doctoral program admissions’ materials as well as career placement
assistance for those who plan to enter professional roles.
In addition, we plan to implement procedures to document and track outcomes of this
program including first placement (e.g., into professional roles, into graduate programs)
and follow-up inquiries three and five years post-graduation. We will also track
experiences during the Master’s program with attention to the quality of their experiences
in courses as well as their research advising. Given one of our aims is to strengthen
applications for those who aim to pursue doctoral education, we will also track whether
students are indeed gaining opportunities that would enhance entry to graduate schools
including opportunities to present at conferences and prepare manuscripts.
BUDGETARY AND STAFF IMPLICATIONS: (Please respond to each of the following
questions.)

1) Resources
a. How does the unit intend to financially support this proposal?
The proposed Master of Science in Psychological Science program will be selffunded by the tuition paid by the students.
b. How will the unit create capacity or surplus to appropriately resource this program?
The students in this Master’s program will be placed in open research positions in
Psychology labs. Advising of these students will be handled by the Psychology
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Department Graduate Student Education Office and by the student’s research mentor.
Adjunct faculty already employed by the department are available to teach courses
developed specifically for the needs of the Master of Science program. If additional
adjunct faculty are needed as the Master’s program grows, they will be paid using the
tuition generated by the program. A space for a classroom dedicated to instruction in
the Master’s program has been identified that will be equipped with the appropriate
teaching technology. An office/meeting space for these students within the
department has also been identified.
c. Will the unit need to seek campus or other external resources? No.
d. Please provide a letter of acknowledgment from the college that outlines the financial
arrangements for the proposed program. N/A

2) Resource Implications
a. Please address the impact on faculty resources including the changes in numbers of
faculty, class size, teaching loads, student-faculty ratios, etc.
The number of students admitted to the program each year will be determined by the
availability of faculty mentors. Based on meetings within the various divisions as
well as meetings of the departmental committee charged with exploring the
feasibility and benefits of the program, we estimate this number to be approximately
25 students in total with about 12 in each cohort. The department is already well
equipped to handle these additional numbers. It is anticipated that this program will
not significantly impact teaching loads or student-faculty ratios in our graduate
courses.
b. Please address the impact on course enrollment in other units and provide an
explanation of discussions with representatives of those units.
The coursework required for the Master’s program is offered only through the
Psychology Department and will not affect enrollments in other units.
c. Please address the impact on the University Library
The maximum capacity of this program will be about 25 students total given the size
of the dedicated classroom and the available number of research placements within
the Psychology Department. Since graduate students in Psychology primarily use the
electronic journals in their background research on a project, we expect that the
impact on the library will be minimal.
d. Please address the impact on technology and space (e.g. computer use, laboratory
use, equipment, etc.)
A student will only be admitted to the Masters of Psychological Science program if
there is a faculty researcher/mentor willing and able to work with the student in their
lab. While the Master’s students will take a general graduate research methods
course, their primary research experience will be with their faculty mentor. With over
50 research-active FTE faculty in the department, there should be minimal impact on
laboratory use. The Master’s students will use our computer labs for their statistics
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courses, but there is currently enough extra capacity to absorb the number of students
that will participate in the program. We have also done a careful building use analysis
and determined that there is enough space within the Psychology Building to
accommodate the additional students. An appropriately-sized meeting/study room for
the students in the Master’s program has already been identified. For these reasons,
we expect there to be little impact on the technology and space in the building.
For new degree programs only:

3) Briefly describe how this program will support the University’s mission, focus, and/or current
priorities. Include specific objectives and measurable outcomes that demonstrate the
program’s consistency with and centrality to that mission.
The proposed Master’s degree program will provide quality advanced instructional and
research experiences for students who wish to augment their training in Psychology to further
enhance their chance of entry to top doctoral programs or who wish to enter professional
roles for which a Master of Science in Psychological Science is desirable. The goal of the
program will be to provide the transformative experiences that will allow these students to be
competitive at the level of the best graduate programs in the world and attractive for positions
seeking individuals with a broad understanding of human behavior and advanced analytic and
statistical skills. The proposed Master’s degree also aligns with the University’s goal of
actively supporting additional revenues through self-supporting continuing education
programs. In addition, we hope that the program will generate enough revenue that we can
provide a limited number of scholarships for underrepresented students and thereby increase
diversity at the graduate level.

4) Please provide an analysis of the market demand for this degree program. What market
indicators are driving this proposal? What type of employment outlook should these
graduates expect? What resources will be provided to assist students with job placement?
This degree is targeted at students who want research and coursework at the graduate level to
prepare them for a successful application to a doctoral program or who wish to enter
professional roles for which a Master of Science in Psychological Science is desirable. Our
review of applicants to our doctoral program indicates that such a degree program is
increasingly common. Interviews with applicants show high satisfaction with the Master’s
program in which they were enrolled, and that they would have been interested in such a
program at Illinois. We also receive queries every year about the existence of a freestanding
Master’s program as well as interest from the undergraduates in our classes who would be
interested in such a program. Given the volume and success of applicants with Master’s
degrees who apply to our programs, we think that with the outstanding training we will be
able to provide, the students who receive their Master’s degree at Illinois will be quite
successful in their academic pursuits. The full resources of our Graduate Student Education
Office, as well as the mentoring from their research advisors, will be available to them to
assist them in their applications to doctoral programs. One of the benchmarks for the success
of the proposed Master’s program will obviously be how successful the students are in
obtaining admission to top-rated doctoral programs.
For those who aim to enter the workforce, there appears to be a strong demand for master’s
degrees in Psychology. A search of the major job recruitment sites including Indeed.com and
Monster.com with the search term “Master’s in Psychology” yielded over 10,000 job listings
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overall and 422 in Illinois. Jobs for which graduates from our program would be competitive
include placements in education (secondary and college level), industry, consultant groups,
state governments, federal government, and healthcare systems. Examples of these jobs
include the following titles: statistician, senior program manager in talent management,
deputy commissioner of employment services in a city resources administration, employment
and training counseling, director of admissions and financial aid, academic support service
associate, research study coordinator, EAP counselor, assistant lab director, market research
consultant, director of admissions and financial aid and manager in selection and assessment.
Companies posting these jobs include Amazon, American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association, Northwestern University, The University of Chicago, The Family Independence
Administration of New York, MRCI work source consultants, United Health Group, and
Optum.

5) If this is a proposed graduate program, please discuss the program’s intended use of waivers.
If the program is dependent on waivers, how will the unit compensate for lost tuition
revenue?
No tuition or fee waivers will be available to students in this program.
ELIMINATE EXISTING MASTER OF ARTS:
In conjunction with establishing the new master’s degree program, but as a separate initiative,
the Psychology Department also plans to eliminate the current M.A. in Psychology, a degree
option that is embedded within the Department’s doctoral program. The degree requirements
are almost identical with those of another degree option in our department, which is an M.S.
in Psychology. Both degrees are not needed.
There are several reasons for eliminating the M.A. degree rather than the M.S. in Psychology.
The current M.A. degree is part of our doctoral program and is a step on the way to the Ph.D.
It is optional (doctoral students are required to complete a master's-level research report, but
not to pursue a master’s degree). For various reasons, students in the doctoral program
sometimes leave prior to completion of their doctorate and will complete the M.A. based on
coursework and the completion of a thesis.
The needs of such students are better served by an embedded M.S. in Psychology degree. The
M.S. in Psychology degree offers both a thesis and non-thesis option. In most areas of
psychology, an actual Master’s Thesis is currently less important than a journal paper. The
non-thesis option is one way to acknowledge this trend (also the reason why a thesis is not
being required for the proposed M.S. in Psychological Science). A Master of Science degree
also better aligns with the goal of the American Psychology Association (APA) to have
psychology accepted as a STEM field. Indeed, the Psychology Department is working to
change our Classification of Instructional Program (CIP) code to one for psychological
research, which is a STEM designation. The M.S. in Psychology is thus consistent with our
undergraduate degree, which is a Bachelor of Science (B.S.) in Psychology. The only change
required with regard to this initiative is a minor update to the description of the M.S. in
Psychology on the Programs of Study Catalog (see below for revised text).
DESIRED EFFECTIVE DATE: August, 2017
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STATEMENT FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY CATALOG:
The Master of Science in Psychological Science:
A two-year, research-based program designed for students who want research experience
augmented by advanced courses in experimental techniques and professional
development within a top-rated department at a world-class university. Each student
admitted to the program is paired with a faculty advisor/mentor based on research
interests. A Master’s thesis is not required.
PSYC 500
PSYC 501
PSYC 506
PSYC 507
PSYC 590
Electives
Total Hours

Professional Develop for Psych
Best Psych Research Practices
Statistical Methods I
Statistical Methods II
Individual Research

2
2
4
4
8
12
32

The Master of Science in Psychology:
This degree is not designed to prepare a student for a professional position. As part of the doctoral
program, it is a step toward the Ph.D. Note that the department does not require that students
obtain a master's degree, but a master's-level research report must be submitted to the department
as part of the Ph.D. program.
PSYC 590

Individual Research

Total Hours

0-8
32

Other Requirements1
Other requirements may overlap
The Master of Science in Psychology degree is awarded as an intermediate degree to
candidates for the Doctor of Philosophy degree who have satisfactorily completed 32
graduate hours of graduate work and written an acceptable research report.
Minimum 500-level Hours Required Overall:
Minimum GPA:
1

For additional details and requirements, refer to the department's graduate handbook and
the Graduate College Handbook.
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12
2.75

